







































































































































































































































































































































































A Study of the Student's Consciousness and Practice
about the Children's Physical Expressions
Ayano Yugeta
　Physical expressions give a person awareness of the movements, mind expressions, 
and communications with other people, and so on. Therefore, it is important to 
experience some physical expressions for the children. But, systematized methods 
haven't been established yet. I teach children's physical expressions for the students 
of the Child Studies, Urawa University, as one of the physical education. How do 
they think of physical expressions? I analyzed questionnaires about the physical 
expressions, exercises and descriptions of impressions, and researched student's 
consciousness and responses.
　As that result, it found out the following. They have a few experiences of the 
physical expression, and they have some worries. But, they recognize the meaning 
that makes children experience it, and want to teach to them. This research shows 
the need of the empirical knowleges of the physical expressions for the nursery 
teachers.
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